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Jansen - Opioid Effects: Intro

What’s the Basic Idea?

• Examine the effect that opioid abuse has on subprime auto loans:
◦ the effects of opiod abuse on loan performance, and
◦ the externalities of opioid abuse on subprime auto loan pricing, i.e.
◦ the ability to price auto loans using traditional credit quality metrics in the face of opioid abuse.

• Exploit legalization of marijuana (Washington, Colorado, and Oregon) as an instrument
for opioid use.
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How does this relate to the active literature and other popular work in this
space?

• Foundations of the Opioid Crisis
◦ Paulozzi et al. (2014), Case & Deaton (2015, 2017), Charles et al. (2018), Fernandez &
Zejcirovic (2018), Finkelstein et al. (2018), Ruhm et al. (2018).

• Effects of the Opioid Crisis
◦ Florence et al. (2016), Monnat (2016), Harris et al. (2017), Krueger (2017), Currie et al
(2018), Hitchcock, D. (2018), Radel et al. (2018), Cornaggia et al. (2019), D’Lima &
Thibodeau (2019), Ouimet et al. (2019), Darolla & Tyler (2020).
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Comments Outline

• Counterfactual/null hypothesis
• Specification/identification and potential endogeneity
• Context/smaller suggestions
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What is the null Hypothesis?

• What’s the counterfactual? That opioid abuse has no equilibrium effects on loan
performance and pricing?
◦ Should we be surprised at the fact that addiction risk is priced in a pooling equilibrium?
◦ or is the fact that we are in a pooling equilibrium the point?

• Is there a policy or friction with which this exercise helps us grapple? Can we microfound
the increase in drug-related default? (lose job? expensive inelastic preference? secondary
psychological effects like increased ambivalence?).
• If this is less about the signs and more about the magnitudes, then getting the magnitudes
right becomes very important if we want this elasticity measurement to inform policy.
◦ Let’s push on the identification strategy a little bit.
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Specification
• The author regresses Default outcomes onto opioid abuse rates for marijuana-legal and
marijuana-illegal states controlling for a predicted default rate (a hedonic regression of default
onto borrower characteristics). My gut would be a more straight down the fairway DiD:
I [Default]

= β 1 treatmarijuana−legal × postt>2011
+β 2 postt>2011 + β 3 treatmarijuana−legal
+borrower controls + δcounty + δyear + .

• If the reason for using a predicted default rate is because we think that the loadings on borrower
characteristics have completely changed after the onset of the opioid crisis, this is a testable
proposal.
• We are stacking the econometric deck in our favor if impose that the coefficients from before
widespread opioid abuse are unchanged out of sample.
• The major concerns I would have (in both a more traditional specification and that currently of
the paper) are that 1) marijuana legalization affects default directly, not only through the opioid
abuse channel, and 2) local economic shocks are driving both defaults and opioid abuse.
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Exclusion Restriction of Using Marijuana Legalization as an Instrument for
Opioid Abuse (1/2)
• The ER is that marijuana legalization only effects loan defaults through the induced
substitution from opioids. (failed Alcohol abuse rates right after law change placebo test)
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Exclusion Restriction of Using Marijuana Legalization as an Instrument for
Opioid Abuse (1/2)
• The ER is that marijuana legalization only effects loan defaults through the induced
substitution from opioids. (failed Alcohol abuse rates right after law change placebo test)
• The author argues that the bias is against the results in the paper - if marijuana
legalization pushes up default rates than the true opioid abuse effect is greater than
reported. I think this assumption is debatable, but I’m willing to go along. (It seems
totally plausible to me to spin stories of marijuana use helping people manage pain or
anxiety and being less likely to default). Can we give an upper bound as well?
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Exclusion Restriction of Using Marijuana Legalization as an Instrument for
Opioid Abuse (1/2)
• The ER is that marijuana legalization only effects loan defaults through the induced
substitution from opioids. (failed Alcohol abuse rates right after law change placebo test)
• The author argues that the bias is against the results in the paper - if marijuana
legalization pushes up default rates than the true opioid abuse effect is greater than
reported. I think this assumption is debatable, but I’m willing to go along. (It seems
totally plausible to me to spin stories of marijuana use helping people manage pain or
anxiety and being less likely to default). Can we give an upper bound as well?
• It seems to me that the argument that marijuana and opioids are suitable substitutes
makes the exclusion restriction difficult to claim - whatever microfoundation we have for
opioids affecting LHS variables (e.g., drug-induced financial and labor market
irresponsibility) is also a potential channel for marijuana, by assumption.
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Exclusion Restriction of Using Marijuana Legalization as an Instrument for
Opioid Abuse (2/2)
• A possibly larger threat to identification is local economic conditions.
◦ evidence examining the genesis of opioid abuse would confirm the connection to local
economic factors (e.g., the local factory closes, and I am forced into a much lower paying
job, and this fosters drug abuse). (Case & Deaton, 2015, 2017, and Charles et al, 2018)

• The author is aware of this and tries to control for local economic shocks using local
unemployment and labor participation rates, but these are not really adequate to rule out
the possibility that local economic shocks drive both opioid abuse and auto loan default
rates (I leave my high paying job and go to a low-paying job and subsequently increase
drug usage). Local income controls?
• So how could we get around this? Exploit municipalities that have different drug laws.
For example, let’s take a deeper look at the state of Colorado’s marijuana legality.
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Digging a little into Colorado’s Amendment 64 (2012-2014)

• As of April 2017, 176 of Colorado’s 272
municipalities prohibit retail marijuana
activity.
• Can we examine neighboring counties and
compare outcomes before and after the law
change?
◦ Certainly people can drive across county
lines, but this then becomes a comparison
of treatment intensity.
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Marijuana legalization in Colorado (2014), Washington (2014), & Oregon
(2015)
• The decision to legalize marijuana is not random – at the state or county level. Is it
exogenous to the LHS variables of the paper?
◦ This legislation is a boon to state budgets ($44 million in excise taxes raised in 2014 in
Colorado from the fees associated with legal commercial sales). Did these three states have
economic conditions that drove default rates and also pushed them, on the margin, to
legalize marijuana as a source of revenue?

• So, this is not perfect, and it’s really an instrument for marijuana’s effects, but I think this
is the right flavor of strategy.
• Can we exploit Florida’s policy change (discussed in appendix C and used by Ouimet et al
(2019) and a previous version) to shore up this concern about local economic shocks? I
honestly find this approach more convincing than marijuana legalization.
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Treatment Timing

• What happened in 2011?
• It would be nice to have more of a
background for why the kink in abuse rates –
i.e., microfunded change in the numerator or
the denominator?
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Other Thoughts/Small Technicals - In Some Particular Order

• Frieden & Houry (2016) 1.82/1000 versus 24.82/1000 abuse rate
• Consistency of specification FEs for all table and figures (county vs. state). Sometimes
have dealership FEs?
• Sample size consistency and summary stats for sample actually used
• check denominator of opioid abuse in 1st stage (prescriptions onto instrument)
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Conclusion

• I think this is an interesting and timely paper exploring the financial effects of opioid
abuse.
• I wonder about the null hypothesis and plausible violations of the exclusion restriction.
• I think ruling out local economic shocks is key, and this suggests that exploiting variation
across neighboring municipalities may be the way to go.
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